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Over the past two decades, there has been a huge amount of innovation in both the principles and

practice of operating systems Over the same period, the core ideas in a modern operating system -

protection, concurrency, virtualization, resource allocation, and reliable storage - have become

widely applied throughout computer science. Whether you get a job at Facebook, Google, Microsoft,

or any other leading-edge technology company, it is impossible to build resilient, secure, and flexible

computer systems without the ability to apply operating systems concepts in a variety of settings.

This book examines the both the principles and practice of modern operating systems, taking

important, high-level concepts all the way down to the level of working code. Because operating

systems concepts are among the most difficult in computer science, this top to bottom approach is

the only way to really understand and master this important material.
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This is more of a "breadth" than a "depth" book. It covers many of the basic concepts you'd need to

know, say, for studying for an OS exam.Unlike many other books in this category, this book uses

mostly contemporary examples. This is hugely important for students who simply can't relate to the

80's.If I had two wishes for this book, it would be:i) A chapter (or a section) on cache coherenceii)

Better print please. Many of the pages have a tilted print and it's somewhat distracting.

This is a great book for you if you are an undergraduate cs major student or someone who does not



have much background knowledge in OS. This book explain things in very approachable way such

that concepts can easily be understood (even the virtual memory part!).The only downside of this

book is that it does not cover topics in depth. If you are a graduate student researching in OS, you

probably need other books instead of this one.

Great book to read. On top of that, though I purchased a used book but it looks absolutely new. I am

very impressed with that and on top of that seller sent me book so quick!Now something about the

content of the book. I also owned beta version of the same book. I would say, authors have

improved the book quite a lot since beta edition. You feel thrilled reading this book because it tells

you latest, everyday examples in a nice way.

Great book, covers lots of important topics (general OS principles, virtual memory, scheduling,

shared resource allocation/lock implementation/deadlock, file systems, threads/processes, unix

abstractions, I/O). When the lectures were unclear, I could always fall back on this book, find exactly

what I was confused about, and figure out what I needed to know. That's the sign of great writing,

and a great textbook. Also, helped me ace a job interview.

Definitely 5 star. The book explains concept crystal clear. Highly recommend. Plus professor Tomas

Anderson is such a great guy!!

Good content ... A lil more analogies wud have made it better

Good explanation of things.

Great book, really helpful for understanding the class material better
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